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About CLASP

CLASP is a national, nonpartisan, anti-poverty 
nonprofit advancing policy solutions for low-
income people. We develop practical yet 
visionary strategies for reducing poverty, 
promoting economic opportunity, and 
addressing barriers faced by people of color. 
With 50 years' experience at the federal, state, 
and local levels, we're fighting back in today's 
threatening political climate while advancing our 
vision for the future.
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CLASP’s Mental Health Work

• Federal Policy Analysis and Advocacy

• Youth and Young Adult Mental Health

• Maternal Mental Health

• Technical Assistance

• Learning Communities

• Advisory  Board
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Mental Health Awareness Month

• New Resources

• Instagram Profiles

• Webinars

– Join us May 27 at 3:00 ET for a webinar entitled, “How the 
History of Racism is Negatively Affecting our Response to the 
Overdose Epidemic in All Communities.”

4

https://www.clasp.org/issues/health-and-mental-health/young-adult-behavioral-health
https://www.instagram.com/clasp_dc/
https://click.everyaction.com/k/17506368/196579761/-174763785?emci=c19e3d85-158e-ea11-86e9-00155d03b5dd&emdi=ea000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000001&ceid=&nvep=ew0KICAiVGVuYW50VXJpIjogIm5ncHZhbjovL3Zhbi9FQS9FQTAwNS8xLzc5MjQwIiwNCiAgIkRpc3RyaWJ1dGlvblVuaXF1ZUlkIjogIjdkNjg2ZmRlLWNkOTYtZWExMS04NmU5LTAwMTU1ZDAzYjVkZCIsDQogICJFbWFpbEFkZHJlc3MiOiAia3Rhd2FAY2xhc3Aub3JnIg0KfQ%3D%3D&hmac=ofkFRF6fvSWF6NtefhCgYcrWm5xnsMhNGYBfe9HRWeI=
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Today’s Presenters

• Presentation 1: Looking at Life 
Different

– Nia West-Bey, CLASP

• Presentation 2: Youth Stepping 
Forward

– Clelie Choute, Raw Uncut Woman/ 
CLASP Mental Health Advisory 
Board
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Logistics

• Share questions and comments in the chat 
box

– We’ll  come back to them at the end

• Have your phones ready for text/online polls

– We’ll also drop the poll links in the chat box

• We will send out the recording and slides

– Will include live links to report and citations
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Looking at Life Different:  
Equitable Mental Health 
Supports for Young Adult 

Parents

Nia West-Bey
Senior Policy Analyst, Youth Policy
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Overview

• In their own Words: 
Who are Young 
Parents?

• Trauma and Chronic 
Stress: What are the 
Challenges?

• Equitable Supports: 
What are the Needs?

• Policy and Practice 
Recommendations

10
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Focus Group Participants

• Conversations held in 2017 and 2018
• Demographics

– Rural and urban African American young parents (NC, AL)
– urban Native young parents (CO, MD)
– Latina young parents (TX, CA)
– Ages 16 to 24
– Most were mothers, one young father

• Recruited in partnership with community-based 
organizations:
– serving youth experiencing homelessness
– supporting opportunity youth to earn their GEDs
– offering cultural, health, and practical supports to Native youth
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In their own words: Who are young 
parents?

12
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In their own words: 
Kids Change You

13
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In their own words: 
Wanting Better

14
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Trauma and Chronic Stress: 
Infant Mortality

15
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Trauma and Chronic Stress: 
Environmental Stress

16
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Trauma and Chronic Stress: 
Dreams Deferred

17
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Trauma and Chronic Stress: 
Policy and Program Barriers

18
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Equitable Supports: What are the Needs?

Co-parenting: Highly valued, poorly supported

19
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Equitable Supports: What are the Needs?

Supportive Community: It takes a Village

20
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Equitable Supports: What are the 
Needs?

• Positive Energy, Safety, 
Support

• Child Care

• Resources

21

Meeting Immediate Needs: Building a Cushion
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Policy and Practice Recommendations

• Recognize young parents’ role as parents as an asset to 
be affirmed. 

• Eliminate programmatic and policy barriers to co-
parenting.

• Recognize the importance of choices around prenatal 
care, birth, and post-partum care through an equity 
and cultural-relevance lens. 

• All systems that support young parents must be 
trauma informed.

22
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Policy and Practice Recommendations

• An economic justice agenda is core to a mental 
health agenda for young parents. 

• Maximize young parents’ access to public benefits 
and supports

• Expand investments in federal programs that 
reconnect opportunity youth to education, 
employment, and service pathways. 

• Employ community-wide strategies that build social 
capital and address the structural factors that foster 
community violence. 

23
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Contact Information

Nia West-Bey

Senior Policy Analyst-
Youth Policy

nwestbey@clasp.org

Full Report

mailto:nwestbey@clasp.org
https://www.clasp.org/publications/report/brief/looking-life-different-equitable-mental-health-support-young-adult-parents
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BREAKING CYCLES OF

INTERGENERATIONAL

20

20

TRAUMA AMONGST FAMILIES

OF COLOR Clelie Choute

Raw Uncut Woman
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Raw Uncut Woman

Raw Uncut Woman is a local non-profit

organization based in Detroit, MI with an

objective to bring cognizance of perinatal and

post-natal anxieties to present day society. Its

work ranges from eliminating barriers and

stigmas in order to overcome postpartum

obstacles, to providing resources and aid for

young women of color and collecting local

qualitative data for local institutions looking to

improve our communities.
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Overview

•Defining Intergenerational Trauma

•Youth and their Families

• Experiences vs. Statistics

•Evidence based data

•Focus Groups

•Policy Recommendations/Best Practices
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What is intergenerational

trauma?

How is it passed from

generation to generation

between family members?

Transmission of mental and historical

oppression along with its negative

consequences.

•Inheritance

•Representation

•Lack of cognizance of the

need for mental health care
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What are the youth saying

about the influence of their

parent’s decisions—in their

life?

Why families of color are more

susceptible to trauma?

•Youth say parents ARE at the center of

their decision making

•Families of color living in poverty tend to

have less viable resources
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Experience vs. Statistics

Evidence-based data that

correlates mental health care

with raising children

•Youth say parents are at the center of

their decision making

•Families of color living in poverty tend to

have less viable resources

•Why lived experience tends to be more

conclusive for data

•How statistics are manipulated when

community members are not involved in the

process
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Focus groups/Living Room

Link-Ups

Parents Speak-Up: “If I knew

better, I would have done better”

•Parents open up about their struggles and

what they wish they had to improve their

parenting skills

•Mothers compare and contrast the social

struggles their daughters are facing to their

own upbringing

•Three focus groups were held in Detroit, Houston and

Atlanta metro areas

•2 “Living Room link-ups” were hosted in Detroit with our

advocacy members and five community members to discuss

ideas for policy solutions and community engagement
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Policy Recommendations

Placing and Improving Better

Practices Amongst Families
•Encouraging willing parent-child participants

to give insight on strategic plans for parental

relationships

•Building a community initiative for parents and pre-teen and

teenage youth to have open dialogue

•Provide funding for local non-profits in affected

communities to create a peer advocacy program for youth

•Ensuring parents are utilizing benefits they qualify for by

improving data tracking and community outreach

•Encouraging DHHS to partner up with local organizations to

produce literature on home-front strategies for young

parents
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Contact Information

Clelie Choute

Founder of Raw Uncut Woman

rawuncutwoman@yahoo.com
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Questions? 
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